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SUPERCUSPIDAL REPRESENTATIONS AND POINCARÉ SERIES
OVER FUNCTION FIELDS
DANIEL BUMP AND SHUZO TAKAHASHI
Abstract.
In this paper, we will give a new construction of certain cusp forms
on GL(2) over a rational function field. The forms which we construct are
analogs of holomorphic modular forms, in that the local representations at the
infinite place are in the discrete series. The novelty of our approach is that we
are able to give a very explicit construction of these forms as certain 'Poincaré
series.' We will also study the exponential sums which arise in the Fourier
expansions of these Poincaré series.

In this paper, we will give a new construction of certain cusp forms on GL(2)
over a rational function field. The forms which we construct are analogs of
holomorphic modular forms, in that the local representations at the infinite
place are in the discrete series. The novelty of our approach is that we are able
to give a very explicit construction of these forms as certain 'Poincaré series.'
We will also study the exponential sums which arise in the Fourier expansions
of these Poincaré series. The particular forms which we will construct are lifts
from GL(\) over the unique nonramified quadratic extension of the global
field which arises from extension of the finite field of constants, and indeed,
they have been considered before by Gekeler [1]. We expect that the Poincaré
series construction will apply to general automorphic forms over function fields
with a supercuspidal representation at infinity. The construction is also valid
over the metaplectic group. However, we shall not consider these topics here.
Let E/F be a quadratic extension of global fields. Let AF and AE be
the corresponding adele rings, and let v be a Grössencharacter of E. As
usual, we may regard v as a character of the idele class group Ag/Ex of E,
which is a subgroup of index two in the relative Weil group WE¡F. By Jacquet
and Langlands [2, Proposition 12.1], if v does not factor through the norm
map Ag —>AF , the two dimensional representation of WE¡F induced from v
corresponds to an automorphic cuspidal representation n(v) of GL(2, AF).
Let F* be a finite field of odd cardinality q, and let is» be its unique
quadratic extension. Let F = Ft(T) and E — E*(T) be the corresponding
fields of rational functions in one variable T. A special role will be played by
the two places of this field corresponding to the points T = 0 and T = oo on
the rational curve, and by abuse of notation we will denote these two places
as 0 and co, respectively. Let v* be a character of is * . We will make the
assumption that v„ is trivial on F* but nontrivial on the kernel of the norm
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map is * —►
F* . We may describe a Grössencharacter of E as follows. Let
RE = E*[T] be the ring of polynomials. We will describe a character of ideals
in RE which are prime to T. As usual, such a character may be associated
with a character of the idele class group, and by a common abuse of notation,
we will use the same letter v to denote these two characters, of ideals and of
idele classes. An ideal a of RE which is prime to T has a unique generator
A(T) £ Et[T] which is monic; we define
v(a) = (-l)de* A ut(A(0)).

This Hecke character has the property that its restriction to F is the quadratic
character of the extension E/F , and consequently the automorphic representation n(v) will have trivial central character; that is, will be an automorphic
representation of G(AF), where G denotes the algebraic group PGL(2).
The usual construction of n(v) is by means of the Weil representation. However, we will give an alternative construction by means of a Poincaré series.
We will associate with v a supercuspidal representation p of GL(2, F*((t))),
where / is an indeterminate and Ft((t)) is the field of formal power series. We
will prove that there exists a unique automorphic representation of GL(2, AF)
which is unramified at every place except T = 0 and T = oo, and which is isomorphic to p at these places under the specializations / = T and t=T~x. The
method of proof of this theorem is entirely elementary, based on Mackey theory.
The proof also leads directly to the construction of the Poincaré series. Since
the cuspidal automorphic representation n(y) constructed by means of the Weil
representation agrees with this characterization, we see that the Poincaré series
must lie in the subspace n(v) of L2(Gf\Ga) ■
We will consider the problem of directly computing the Fourier coefficients
of these Poincaré series. The eigenvalues of the Hecke operators are known,
because of the identification of the corresponding automorphic representation
as n(v). However, the proof that this Poincaré series corresponds to 7i(^),
which is contained in the proof of Theorems 1.3 and 1.4, in contradistinction
to the entirely elementary proofs of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2, depends upon some
machinery. Although we thus know these eigenvalues in advance, it is nevertheless of interest to us to give a direct and elementary calculation of the Fourier
coefficients which does not make use of the Weil representation. We will succeed in directly evaluating the Hecke eigenvalues indexed by primes of degree
< 4. This leads to some very interesting exponential sum calculations.
The result that the Poincaré series which we construct may be also constructed by means of the Weil representation is also a consequence of Gekeler [1,
Satz 2.2]. That paper contains a rather thorough discussion of automorphic
forms of small conductor over rational function fields. He shows there are no
cusp forms with conductor a divisor of degree < 4, and he classifies the cusp
forms of conductor a divisor of degree precisely 4. (In the case which we consider here, the conductor is the divisor 2 • (0) + 2 • (cxo).) As a result of this
classification, he is able to show that all cusp forms with conductor of degree
four come from the Weil representation. Although the particular automorphic
forms which we construct in this paper have thus been previously considered,
nevertheless their construction here as Poincaré series appears to be new. This
construction will work for automorphic forms over function fields whenever
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the infinite component(s) are supercuspidal. Moreover, the construction is also
valid over the metaplectic group.
We would like to thank J. Hoffstein for much useful advice. This work was
supported in part by a grant from the NSF.
1. A SUPERCUSPIDAL REPRESENTATION AND A POINCARÉ SERIES

We will consider functions on both GL(2) and PGL(2), and it will be
convenient to use different notations for matrices to distinguish the two groups.
Thus we will denote by

{c

d)

and by

a b
c d
an element of GL(2), and the corresponding coset in PGL(2), respectively.
Kutzko [3] gave definitive results on the construction of supercuspidal representations of GL(2) over a local field as induced representations. Although
our Theorem 1.1 is contained in the results of Kutzko, we will prove what we
need from scratch to emphasize the elementary nature of the result, and the
symmetry between the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2, both of which are based on
Mackey theory.
First let Em/Foe be a nonramified quadratic extension of nonarchimedean
local fields, and let E*/F* be the corresponding quadratic extension of residue
fields. Let i/» be a character of is * which is nontrivial on the kernel of the norm
map is* —►
F»* . Following Piatetski-Shapiro [5] there exists an irreducible
representation p„ : GL(2, Ft) —►
Endc(K») whose character x* satisfies

(I

x\=U-l

ifx = 0;

X*\0 l)
\-l
otherwise;
X*(g) = 0 if g is hyperbolic; and X*{s) = -v*(a) - v*(ß) if g is elliptic with
eigenvalues a and ß in E* - F*. This representation is cuspidal in the sense
that there exists no vector in V* which is invariant under a maximal unipotent
subgroup, or equivalently, that there exists no linear form L on V* such that
1 x'
Lip
v =L(v)
1
for x £ F*, v £ V*. We will assume that v„ is trivial on F* . Consequently
the central character of pr is trivial, and we may regard />* as a representation

of G(Ft), where G = PGL(2).
Let cfoo be ring of integers in Foo , so that G(cfoo) is a maximal compact
subgroup of G(F00). The canonical map cf^ -» F* induces a homomorphism
G(cfoo) —►G(Ft).

Let /?oo denote the pullback of /?* to G(cfoo) under this

homomorphism. Let p be the representation of G(Foc) obtained by compact
induction. Thus p acts on the space Vp of compactly supported functions
/ : G(Foo) —>V* which satisfy
f(kg)

= Poo(k) f(g),

k £ G(¿?oo), g £ G(Foa).

The action is by right translation:

(P(g)f)(g')= f(g'g)-
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We recall that a smooth representation r of G(Foc) on a space V is supercuspidal if there exists no linear form L on V such that

L r

1

L(v)

for x £ Foo , v £ V.

Theorem 1.1. The representation p constructed above is an irreducible supercuspidal representation.
Proof. Clearly p is a smooth representation. We will use Mackey theory to
show that it is irreducible. Since p is a subrepresentation of L2(G(F00)) <g>
V,,
it is unitary, and so by the converse to Schur's Lemma, it is sufficient to show
that HomG(foo)(F/,, Vp) is one dimensional. Let L : Vp —>Vp be an intertwining
operator. If g £ G(Foc) and v £ V*, define an element of Vp by

fg,v(h) =

, Poc(k)v if h = kg, k£

if h i G^g.

0

Any element of Vp is a finite linear combination of functions of this type. It is
easily verified that if g, g' £ G(Foc), k e (7(^00), v £ Vt, then
Jkg,poo(k)v

— Jg,v ,

P(g

) Jgg' ,v — Jg,v ,

and if F £VP,

F=

^2

ff,F(7)-

y€Gi<f0o)\G(Fao)

Define a function A : G(F00) —►
Endc(K») by

A(g)v = L{fg-l>v)(e),
where e is the identity element of G(F00). Then it follows from the abovementioned properties of fg>v that for k, k' £ G(cfx), we have
(1.1)

A(kgk')

= Poo(k)oA(g)oPoo(k').

The intertwining operator L may be reconstructed from A because for f £ Vp,

(Lf)(g)=

Y,

H7~l)f(Yg).

yeG^ooAGifoo)

Hence it is sufficient to show that the space of functions A satisfying (1.1) is
one dimensional.
First let us show that (1.1) implies that the function A is supported on
G(¿foo) • By the p-adic Cartan decomposition, a complete set of double coset
representatives for G(cf00)\G(F00)/G(cf00) consists of the matrices

1

w
where n > 0. Here tu is a local uniformizing parameter.
A(/„) = 0 unless n = 0. If n > 0, then consider that

1 x

1

'n — *n

1

We will show that
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Let x £ cfoo, and let x denote the image of x £ Ft, and let

(1.2)

1 x
1 G G(Ft).

n=

Then (1.1) implies that Poo(n) ° A(t„) = A(tn). Hence for v £ V*, A(t„)v is

fixed by the group of upper triangular unipotent elements of G(F+), and since
p* is cuspidal, this implies that A(tn)v — 0. Therefore A is supported on
(j^oo), and A is completely determined by the value of A(e). But by (1.1),
A(e) commutes with the action of (/(¿foo), and so by Schur's Lemma is a scalar
endomorphism of V*. This proves that the space of A satisfying (1.1) is one
dimensional, and hence that p is irreducible.
Now we prove that p is supercuspidal. It is sufficient to show that if T is
any linear functional on Vp such that

1 x
1

f) = T(f),

then T = 0. It is sufficient to show that T(fgtV) = 0. If k£ G(^oo), we have
fkg,Poo(k)v =/s,»,sowe

may assume that

w
For this g, we have, with x £

1 w
1

Jg, v — jig,P<x{n)v

>

where n is given by (1.2). Hence T(fgtV) = T(fgtP^n~)v). Since p» is cuspidal,
this implies that T(fgiV) = 0. Hence p is supercuspidal. D

We will now assume that F = F*(T) and E = E*(T) as in the Introduction. If v is any place of F, we will denote by Fv the completion of F at
v , and by cfv the ring of integers in Fv , so in particular Fœ = F*((T~X)),
F0 = F.((T)), cfx = F.[[T~X]] and cf0 = Ft[[T]]. Also let Ex = Et((T~x)).
Let T be the group G(RF), where RF = F*[T]. Then T is a discrete subgroup
of G(F00), and the quotient has finite volume. We may ask whether p occurs in
L2(T\G(F00)), but it will follow from Theorem 1.2 below that it does not. We
ask therefore a slightly more general question. Let ot : G(F*) —>Endc(i/*) be
another irreducible representation of this finite group. The residue map RF —>
F» determined by T >-+0 induces a homomorphism F -* G (F,). Let <7r denote the pullback of cr, to T under this homomorphism. Let L2(F\G(F00), or)
be the space of functions <p: G(F00) -* U* which satisfy <p(yg)= <7r(y)<f>(g)>
and which are square integrable modulo T.

Theorem 1.2. The dimension of
HomG{Foo)(p, L2(T\G(F00),

or))

equals one if o* = p*, and zero otherwise.
Proof. Since both p and L2(T\G(FaD), ar) are induced representations, we
may use Mackey theory to consider this question. If v £ V„, g £ G(F00),
let fg,v be the element of p — ind^j^jípoo)
which was defined in the proof
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of Theorem 1.1. Suppose that L : p —>L2(T\G(F00), a?) is an intertwining
operator. We define a function A : G(Foc) —>Horned,
[/*) as follows. Let

A(g)v = L(fg-^v)(e).
and yef we have

It may be checked that for k £ G(cfx), g £ G(Foa)
A(ygk) = oT(y) o A(g) o p^k).

(1.3)

Now let us determine which double cosets of T\G(F00)/G(cf00) can support a
function satisfying (1.3). A full set of representatives for these double cosets

are the matrices
n >0.
Suppose that n > 0. Then for a £ i%,,
1 Tna
1

1

T-

Hence (1.3) implies that

A

T

° Po

1

and since p» is cuspidal, this implies that

= 0.
This shows that A is supported on the single double coset n = 0, and is
determined by A(e). It follows from (1.3) that A(e) is an intertwining operator
for the representations pt and cr, of PGL(2, F+) — t7(¿^oo)n T, and as such,
can exist only if p„ = a*, in which case the space of possible functions A is
one dimensional

by Schur's Lemma.

□

Theorem 1.2 therefore motivates us to take a» = p* and to examine the space
¡P(p) of automorphic forms which is the image of the unique homomorphism
p -> L2(r\L7(Foo), pr), where pr denotes the pullback of p* to T. We are
interested in knowing the eigenvalues of the Hecke operators on elements of
this space. To define the Hecke operators, let 4>£ ¿P(p) ■ Let P be a monic,
irreducible polynomial in RF other than T. Let
(&p<p)(g)= p,

+P

p(oy
i
P(0)-

<t>

i g

E «

b mod P

1 bT
P g

We will prove that

(1.4)

Fp<t>= qdetip»2Xp4>

for some eigenvalue kp £ C. Let L be an element of
^omG{Faa)(p,L2(T\G(Foa),aT)),

unique up to constant multiple by Theorem 1.2. Consider the composition
TpoL. Then this too is an element of the one-dimensional space of Theorem 1.2,
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hence is a constant multiple of L. Since ¿P(p) is defined to be the image of
L, this proves the existence of a constant such that (1.4) is satisfied.
The proof of Theorem 1.2 leads to an explicit construction of an automorphic
form </>£ ¿P(p) by means of a Poincaré series. If / £ Vp, the image of / under
the intertwining operator L is given by the formula

L(f)(g)=

E

Hy-l)f(yg).

G(^x)\G{Fac)

Taking into account that A is supported on TG(cfoo), this may be written as

(1.5)

L(f)(g)= Y. ^y~])f(yg)= E
rnc(^00)\r

Mr1)/^)-

rnG(¿?oc)\r

To obtain <p, we apply this to the function

J[8)

\ 0

otherwise,

where v0 £ V* is the unique vector which is invariant under p,(g) for all
diagonal g £ G(F*). Then <f>
= L(f) is given by the Poincaré series (1.5).
Before we compute the eigenvalues Xp, we need an adelic form of Theorem 1.2. It is now necessary to distinguish between representations of the
completions of F at 0 and oo. As in Theorems 1.1 and 1.2, let p be the
representation of G(F00) induced compactly from the representation /)M of
G(cfoo), which is the representation p» lifted to G(cfoo) via T~x i-> 0, and
similarly, let p' : G(F0) -> End(fy) be the representation induced from p0,
which is the same representation p* lifted to G(cfo) via T •->0.
Theorem 1.3. There is at exactly one automorphic representation n of G(AF)
which is in the unramified principal series at each place except at 0 and oo, and
whose components 7too= p and tio-P1-

Proof. Let us show first that

(1.6)

G(F)G(Foo) [I G(<?V)
= G(A).

Indeed, we consider the space of RF -lattices in F¿ . Each lattice is determined
by its localizations, so G(A) acts on this space. The stabilizer of the standard
lattice RF is G(Foo) YlV9ÍOOG(cfv),and so we may identify the space of lattices with the space of cosets G(A)/G(F00) ü^oo

G(cfv). Now since RF is a
principal ideal domain, the action of G(F) on lattices is transitive, whence

(1.6).
We will now construct an isomorphism
a:L\T\G(Foo),PT)

(1.7)

HomG{Fo)
\Vp,,L2\G(F)\G(A)/

J]

G(cfv)

f^O.oo

as G(F00)-modules.

To see this, we first define, for <p e L2(r\Gl(F00), pr),

a function Acf>: G(A) —»F*. Indeed, if g £ G(A), by (1.6) we may write
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g = gpgooyoym

where

gF £ G(F),

g^

£ G(F00),

y0 £ G(cf0) and

ym £

n„^o ooG(cfv). The decomposition is not unique, but nevertheless

(A<j>)(g)= po(7o)-x <f>{goo)
is well defined. We may now define the mapping (1.7) by

(a(<j>)(f))(g)
= I

Jem

((M)(ggo~l),f(go))dgo,

for <p€ L2(r\G(Foo), pr), f £ Vpl, g £ G (A), where ( , ) is an p, -invariant
inner product on V*. It be checked that this is an isomorphism.
Now the isomorphism (1.7) and Theorem 1.2 imply that

HomG(Fac)xG{Fo)lvp®Vp,,L2lG(F)\G(A)/
]} G(cfv)
\

\

vjíO.oo

is one dimensional. Recalling that a nonramified principal series representation
of G(FV) for v ■£0, oo has a unique G(cfv)-f\xed vector, this is equivalent to
Theorem 1.3. O
We may now determine the eigenvalues XF.

Theorem 1.4. If the degree d of P is odd, then XP= 0. If d is even, then we
may factor P = PXP2 in RE, with Px and P2 monic. We have
^ = (-l)d/2[^(F,(0))

+ ^(F2(0))].

Proof. It will be convenient to adopt the adele language for the proof of this
theorem. Let n = n(u) be the automorphic representation described in the
introduction. It is easy to see that the Hecke eigenvalues associated with n are
as described in this theorem, and so it is sufficient to show that n agrees with
the automorphic representation of Theorem 1.3. Evidently n is unramified
except at 0 and oo, and so it is sufficient to show that 7too= p and no = p'.
Let us assume for definiteness that v = oo—the other case is clearly identical.
By Frobenius reciprocity,
HomG(Fx)(p,

Ttoo) S HoniG^^oo,

a«,) ,

and we will show that this space of intertwining operators is nonempty. This
will prove that p = ttoo , as required.
The local component ^oo is then the representation of Foo = F»((F-1))
which agrees with the lift of v* to the local units, and such that iAx>(F~') =
-1. Recall that n is constructed by means of the Weil representation, and by
Propositions 12.1, 4.6 and 1.5 of [2], the local component n^ has the following
description. We will denote by x h->x the Galois automorphism of F,» over
Fqo , so that x = xq if x £ F,. Let ip* be an additive character of F,, and
let y/ be the additive character of F given by

KE^7^*) = íM^o), a¡£ F,.
The group G(Foo) has a subgroup G+ of index two consisting of cosets of
the center in GL(2, Fœ) with representatives g such that det(#) is a norm
from Foo • (Since Foo/F» is unramified, this will be the case if and only if
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the valuation of det(g) is even.) Then 7I00 is induced from a representation
r of G+ on the space Vr of locally constant compactly supported functions <P
on Foo which satisfy í>(xy) - v(y)~x when yy—l. The representation r is
given on generators of G+ by the following prescription:

1 y
^J(x) = ip(xx.y)<S>(x),
1
u

('["

<ï)Vx) = |w|^/2(D(Mx),

(x) = \v\fv(v)-xd>(vx),

.]*)

where v is chosen so that vv = u, and

1

1

<D (x) = -0(x),

where the Fourier transform

4>(x)= / <J>(xy)i//(xy+ yx)dx.
Je
The measure on F is normalized so that Ô00(E) = F»[[F-1]] has volume one.
Note that G(cfoo) C G+ . By Frobenius reciprocity, it is sufficient to construct
a nonzero G(cf00) intertwining operator V* -» Vr. Now we have a similar
description of the representation /?* of the finite field. We may interpret />*
as acting on the space of functions on F, which satisfy O(xy) = v(y)~x when
yy = 1. In this realization, pt acts on generators of G+ by

y{ <S>)(x)= y/(xx.y)<t>(x),
1O ) (jc) = 0(ux),

í> ) (jc) = i/(u) 'O(vx),
("•["
.]•)
nd
where v is chosen so that vv = u, and

-1

1

<d)(x) = -4>(x),

where the finite Fourier transform

<p(x)= - E ^(xv) vi^+j;-x) ^■x1

E.

Now a nonzero G(cf00) intertwining operator V* -* Vr may be obtained by
simply lifting a function on F« to cfE, and extending it by zero to F. This
completes the proof of Theorem 1.3. D

2. Evaluation

of the eigenvalues

of the Hecke operators

In this section, we evaluate ¿7p(p for a specific <pto obtain the eigenvalue Xp
of Up where P is an irreducible polynomial whose degree is 2, 4, or odd. This
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evaluation will be independent of the proof of Theorem 1.4. Define </>oand <f>
as follows: for g £ G(Foo), letting

g

1

X.(Y(0)k(oo)) if « = 0;

Mg) = { 0
<P(g)
=-

otherwise,

1
1

5>([" ,]«)
,.

\ L

J

/

We observe that while this scalar-valued function <fi is not the same as the
vector valued automorphic form which was denoted <p in the previous section,
it is obtained from that function by composition with a linear functional on
the vector space V*. (This does not effect the Hecke eigenvalues, of course.)
To see this, we observe that V* contains a vector Vo, unique up to a constant,
such that
p*{

1 )V° = v0

for all u £ F„x , and also that there exists a linear functional
unique up to a constant such that

H[p

v

1

H on V,, also

= H(v)

for all u £ F»x and all v £ V. Consequently g >-»H(p*(g)v0) is the unique
element in the ring of matrix coefficients for the representation p« which is
bi-invariant under the diagonal subgroup, whence, after multiplying H by a
suitable constant, we have

H(p»(g)v0) = -—r 1 ]T x*i

1 g

ueF,

for g — G (F»). This shows that the function <p considered in this section
is simply the vector-valued function (1.5) considered in §1 composed with the
linear functional H.
We would like to evaluate

(['.])-*(['.])+MP
"D

Up4>\

¿mod P

Then,
Ap = q-dl23p<p
where ú? is the degree of P. Since
ye/
P/Td
1
1

Thus

1
1

1

- E *[ 1
bmod P

(['

>])-

Tb
p

Let us call the right-hand side of the above equation Sp . First, for polynomials
of odd degree, we will prove
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Theorem 2.1. If deg(F) is odd, then SP = 0 and hence Xp- 0.
Proof. It is sufficient to show that for any g in (/(F») , if ord(det g) is odd,
then (f)0(g)= 0. Let
"1
g = y

'r-n

Since det y and det k are units, ord(det y) and ord(det k) are both 0.
Hence, if ord(det g) is odd, then n cannot be zero. Thus (j>o(g)= 0 by the
definition. D

To evaluate Sp for polynomials of degree 2 or 4, we need several lemmas.
Lemma 2.2. For any g in G(Foo) and k in G(cfoo),

Mgk) = Mgk(oo)) = Mk(oo)g)Proof. By the definition of </>oand the fact that x* is a character.
Lemma 2.3. For any g in G(Foo),
1 W
vuQ,w

tpt(vw) = q<t>(g).

1

x

Proof.

E*(*

un ,w
...
v^O

1 W

=E^U
î),io

y/,(vw)

1

\

^

T )^*(uu;)-E^i^ 7 )
^

-*'

tu

^

L

J '

which, by the cuspidality of <f>,
1 W

1

V ,w

!C.(™),

and since if w ^ 0, then J^ y/*(vw) = 0, this equals c7<7Xg). ü
Lemma 2.4. For any g in G(Foo) and v in Ftx ,

v

= #*).
i
Proof. By the definition of 0 and Lemma 2.2. D
<t>\g

Lemma 2.5. For any g in G(Foo),

5>(' T g

1 -io
1

</>o(£).

4-1

Proo/. Define 5(w, g) as

•?(".
^)=E^°
w

1 lü

1 -w

1

1

It is enough to show

S(u,g) = {

#0(5)

ifw=l;

0

otherwise.

G
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If u = 1, using Lemma 2.2,
1 —w
v^ , /I" 1 w
1 g
1

S(u,g) = "£<Po(
w

1 -w
1

= E^o

1 w
1

= QMg)If u / 1 , using the cuspidality of </>o
,

S(«,S) = E¿o(
Hi

= E^o

i

u;
i

1

(« - 1)10

g

1

1 (u - l)w

—10

1

g

1

w

1

= 0. D

Lemma 2.6. Let P and Q be polynomials in RF such that deg(ß) < deg(F).
Define Bm,Dm, Em and Fm by
B\-Q,

Dx = P,

deg(Fm) < deg(ßOT),

Dm=BmEm + Fm,
Dm+X = Bm,

Bm+X = Fm.

Then, for y £ Y and k £ G(cfoo),
<t>o[y

l Q
P

H

Xt(ô) ifdeè(Br) = (l/2)deg(P);
0
otherwise,

where r is the unique m such that deg(Bm-X) > (l/2)deg(P) > deg(Bm) (here,
Bo is conventionally defined to be P), em is the 0th coefficient of Em, br is
the highest coefficient of Br, and

1
1 (-lY/br
k(oo)
br
1 ex
1 er
Proof. Since deg(Fm) is strictly decreasing, r in the statement of the lemma
exists. Define Am , Cm , and Mm as

S = y(0)

Mx =
Mm+\ =

Ax Bx
Cx Dx
Am+\

Bm+X

^m+\

L)m+X

l Q
P
Mm.

1

It is easy to see the following three facts:
(2.6.1)

det(Mm) = (-l)m-xP,

(2.6.2)

deg(Cm) < deg(^m),

(2.6.3)

deg(^)<^deg(F).

Now we consider two cases: deg(Fv) > deg(^r) and deg(Fr) < deg(^r).
In the first case, let n = deg(F) - 2deg(F.r). Using (2.6.1), we obtain

i Q
p

k = yx

1

T

ku
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where

1

i
y\ = y 1 F,

1 Er

and
.\Yp/ßrjn+deg(Br)

pi jn+deg{Br]
ßjjae%(Br)

1
Ar/Br

1

It is clear that yx £ T and that kx is in G(cfoo)■ Moreover, n > 0, and n = 0

if and only if deg(Fr) = (1/2) deg(F). Now, applying the definition of cf>o
, we
obtain the statement of the lemma.
In the second case, let n = deg(P) - 2deg(^r).

i Q
p

Using (2.6.1), we obtain

1

k = y2

k2,

-r—n

where
72 = 7 1 F,

1 Fr_

and

h =

i—lY+lp/ATn+àeèi-A^

C /Tn+áe&(Ar
^rjjitg(Ar)

1
1 Br/Ar

k.

By (2.6.2) and (2.6.3), we see that n > 0, y2 £ T, and k2 £ G(cfoo)■ Moreover,
deg(Pv) ^ (1/2) deg(P). Now, the statement of the lemma easily follows. G
d-\
Lemma 2.7. Let P(T) = \Zi=oxiT' and b = Eto
a>T' ■ Then

Sp= q

^2

^o

irf-2

1 Tb

1 _ 12i=0a¿d-(i+\)
1

1 Tb

1 - ¿Zi=0 ai^d-(i+\)
1

pd

deg,(b)<d—2, monk

Proof. First we prove

(2.7.1)

Sp=

£

«

pd

b mod P

evaluating the Ptn Fourier coefficient of qb in two different ways. That is, we
prove

L

4>

1

TF,[T]\FX

(2.7.2)

(4-1)«''

(2.7.3)

1 X

I

<P

TF.lT]\F^

(q-\)q*

1 Tb
P

E »

b mod P

1 X

--d

1

E *

b mod P

y/(Px)dx

1

y(Px)dx

1

1 Tb
-rd

1

5Z,=0ai^d-(i+\)
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The proofs of (2.7.2) and (2.7.3) are structurally very similar. So we will provide
a detailed proof for (2.7.2) and an indication for the proof of (2.7.3).
-r—d

y/(Px)dx

1

Jtf, lTl\Fcc

1 x

--W *

T—d

1 x/P
1

-d

P

tfd .Woo

^(x)i/x

1

1 X

*

^(x)<ix

1

FF

1 x

-7/

y/(Px)dx

l

J<?oc VL

y/(x)dx

F

1 ¿>+ X

P

1 6
P

de%{b)<d'

t¡/(¿ + x) dx

1 x
1

y/(b + x) dx

which, by Lemma 2.2, since x is in T~xt

=¿t e/Q1 p])W(b)
deg(b)<d

Now, define

w- E «¿Q1
£])y/(vb)
deg(*)<rf

for v in Fx . We need to show

«»-^

E <[' ?])

deg(fc)<rf-l

First notice,

1 6
P

5(v)= 5] 4>
deg(i)<d

deg(i>)<d

=E *
deg(fc)<rf

= 5(1).

l

b
P

v(f>)

1/u

ip(vb)
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Hence

1

*(o = —r£w
0-1
v¿0

"¿ï

1 F¿>
P

£
?*
deg(*)<rf-lw^0,UJ

1 to

V*{vw)

1

which, by Lemma 2.3,

= -Lq-\

1 Tb
P

y
¿"
deg(b)<d-l

This completes the proof of (2.7.2).
For the proof of (2.7.3), first we obtain

I <t>
1 X

' rr—d

y/(Px)dx

1

TF.[T]\FX

-3PT

E

*(['

¿ä])vibPT-<

deg(fc)<</

Then, the rest of the proof goes similarly to the one of (2.7.2). This ends the

proof of (2.7.1). Now,

1 Tb

sp= E *

pd

deg(6)<rf-l

= E E*

1 tf¿_,

1

deg(ö)<d-2a<i-i

where

1 Tb

M=

1 -!Ci=0 a¿d-(i+\)
1

pd

M 1 -tfrf_,
1

1 ~Z),=0 fliA/-(i+l)

iMo

Xo

and which, by Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5,
a

1 F/3

i E

1 _Z¡,=0 ûi^</-(/+l)

j-d

deg(ft)<d-2

It is easy to see that if b = vb' for v in F* ,

00

1 Tb
-rd

00

1 _S,=0

ai^d-(i+l)

1

1 Fè'
pd

-,d-2

1 -E,=0

This entails the statement of the lemma.

a,^-(/+l)

1

1

h ■])

G

Now, for polynomials of degree 2, we have

Theorem 2.8. Let P(T) = T2+XxT + Xo be an irreducible polynomial over RF,
and P(T) = PX(T)P2(T) be the factorization of P(T) over RE. Then

SP = -q(ut(Px(0)) + MP2(0))).
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Hence,
XP = -(ut(Px(0)) + iyt(P2(0))).
Proof. Using Lemmas 2.6 and 2.7, Sp = qXt(M) where

M=

1

1 -Ai

1

1

1

Ao

1

1

Since det(Af) = Xo, tr(M) = Xx, and M cannot be the identity, M is conjugate
to

-V

1

¿1.

which is elliptic since P(T) is irreducible. Thus, using the known values of the
character x*, which were described at the beginning of §1,

Xt(M) = -Ut(Px(0))-MP2(0)).
Thus,
Sp = qXt(M) = -q(Ut(Px(0)) + »t(P2(0))).
D
For polynomials of degree 4, we need one additional lemma concerned with
the evaluation of an exponential sum.

Lemma 2.9. Let P(T) = TA+X3T3+X2T2+XxT+Xobe an irreducible polynomial
over RF,and P(T) = PX(T)P2(T) be the factorization of P(T) over RE. Then,
Oq+X0 + ax (X^ao+ X2ax+ Xx)

E V*

a2 -a0

a,¿a0

) =-qipt(p)-^2y/t(u2 + c)

where p = P, (0) + P2(0) and c = (4X2- X\)/4.
Proof. Let us call the left-hand side of the equation of the lemma S. In the
evaluation of S, it is critical that p can also be realized as the unique root of
the cubic resolvent R(T) of P(T). Here
R(T) = F3 - X2T2 + (XXX}
- 4X0)T- X0X]+ 4X0X2- X2X.

Solving
«0+^0

+ ^1 (X3a0 + X2ax + Xx)

= y

a\ -a0

for flo, we have
a2 + (axX3+y)a0-ya2

+ ax(X2ax + Xx) + X0 = 0.

The discriminant D of this equation is
D = (axX3+ y)2 + 4ya\ - Aa\(X2ax+ Xx)- 4X0
= (y - c)(2ax )2 + (X3y - 2XX)2ax + y2 - 4X0.
Let o be the quadratic character of F*. Then

S = £(1 + a(D))ipt(y)= Y. °(D)V*(y)
a\ ,y

a\ ,y
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which changing 2ax to ax ,

= E °Uy - c)a\ + (hy - 2Ai)fli+ y2 - 4A0)y/t(y)
= E o{{y-c)a2x+(hy-2Xx)ax+y2-4X0)irVt(y)
ai ,yfr

+ Y o{(hc - 2Xx)ax+ c2 - 4Xo)y/t(c).
Let 5i and S2 be the first and second terms of the last formula. In order to
conclude the lemma, we will prove

(2.9.1)
(2.9.2)

Sx = {

-qMp)-T,uM^2

+ c) if P¿c,

J2UWt(u2+ c)
-qy/t(ß) if p = c,
S2 = ,L 0
otherwise

otherwise;

First, for (2.9.1),

-E-M^^y^H
,y¿c

which changing ax + (A3y- 2Ai)/2(y - c) to ax,

= Y 4(y-c)a2x+^ï)Wt(y)
ai,yfr
which using Y,a, v(va2 + w) = ^2tjio o{v)Vt(tw) for v ¿ 0,

= £

o(y-c)¥Jt-^)w.(y)

= Y a^~^A'Z^t) v-c^+E^-^w
which since p is the unique root of R(y),

= qo(p - c)y/t(p) - Y f*(u2 + c).
u

We need to show that if p ^ c, then o(p —c) = —1. Let

P(D = (F2 + ÇF + £)(F2 + Ç'?F+ ^)
be the factorization of P(T) over RE . It is easy to see p - c = ((£ - (q)/2)2 .
Thus if /* - c is a square in F,, £ - Çq is in F*. Since Ç + C9 = h which is
in F», C = C9- Thus // must be equal to c.
Next, we prove (2.9.2). By a simple polynomial manipulation, we obtain,
R(c) = -((A3C - 2Ai)/2)2. Since p is the unique root of R(y), X3C-2XX =0
if and only if p = c. Thus
[Qo(r(p2 -4X0)ip*(p)

if P = C,

10

otherwise.
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4!2

We have to show o(p2 - 4X0) = -1 if p = c. Since p2 - 4X0 = (£ - t\<>)2,if
p2 - 4Ao is a square in F, , ¿¡ is in F*. Since p = c, Ç is also in F». This
contradicts the irreducibility of P(T) over RF . G
Finally, we can evaluate Sp for irreducible polynomials of degree 4.

Theorem 2.10. Let P(T) = F4 + A3F3 + ¿2F2 + XXT+ XQ be an irreducible
polynomial over RF, and P(T) = PX(T)P2(T) be the factorization of P(T)
over RE. Then,
SP = q2(ut(Px(O)) + Ut(P2(0))).

Hence,

Xp= MPi(0)) + MP2(0)).
Proof. Using Lemmas 2.6 and 2.7,

SP= qYx*(Mx) + q Y X*(M2)
an

a\¿an

where

-1
M! =
M2 =

1 ~(X2 + a0X3)

1

1 a2
i
-ax\

[1

1

1
[1

Ao
U(a2x-a0)
a\-ao

(a3l-2aoax)/(a2-aQ)2

1 -(Xx + axX2+ aoXi,)

^o

1

1

It is easy to see that det(Mx) = Ao, tr(Mx) = a^ + X-$ao+ X2, and Mx cannot
be the identity. Thus,

—¿o

Yx.M) = Yx*
¿¡0

1 al + X-íüo+ X2

O0

=E*-

-Xo

1 u2 + c

1

1

)•

On the other hand, det(M2) = Xo,
tr(yVf2)= (al + Xq+ ax(X)a0 + X2ax+ Xx))/(a2x- a0),
and M2 becomes the identity if and only if ax —0, a2, —Xq, and X^ao+Xx= 0.

Let i = {ao : ^o = ^o ! h^o + Xx=0} . Then,

E**(^2)= E**

+Y**
-E*.

1
-An

1 (al + X0+ ax(X&o+ X2ax+ Xx))/(a\ - a0)

a\^a0

ao€l

-Xo

1 (a2, + X0)/ - a0

1

which, by Lemma 2.9 and by the Fourier inversion formula,
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1 p
1

-Xo

QX*
a0ei

1 u2 + c

-Ex.

1 (a¡ + X0)/ - a0
1

-Ao

5>

a0ei

Thus
-An

Sp=«Yx*(\1 il)-^(
-An

qYx*

1

1 (ao + /lo)/-tfo

1

1

a0€l

1 /i

It is easy to show that I contains exactly one element if Pi(0) is in F,, and

that I is empty if Pi(0) is not in F». If Pi(0) is in F*, then both

-Ao
1

1 /i

and

1

-An] [1

(ao+A0)/-a0"

1

1

are parabolic. Hence, using the known values of the character x* >

Sp = q(q - 1) - <72(-l) - «(-1) = 2q2 = ^K(P,(0))

+ u.(P2(0)))-

The last equality is obtained because Vt is trivial on F*. On the other hand if
Pi(0) is not in F*, then
-Xo 1 p
1
1

is elliptic. Hence,

Sp = -<?2(-MPi(0)) - MW)))

= <72MPi(0))+ i/.(p2(0))).
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